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Abstract
Mussels (Mytilus edulis) build massive, spatially complex, biogenic structures that alter the biotic and abiotic
environment and provide a variety of ecosystem services. Unlike rocky shores, where mussels can attach to the
primary substrate, soft sediments are unsuitable for mussel attachment. We used a simple lattice model, field
sampling, and field and laboratory experiments to examine facilitation of recruitment (i.e., preferential larval,
juvenile, and adult attachment to mussel biogenic structure) and its role in the development of power-law
spatial patterns observed in Maine, USA, soft-bottom mussel beds. The model demonstrated that recruitment
facilitation produces power-law spatial structure similar to that in natural beds. Field results provided strong
evidence for facilitation of recruitment to other mussels—they do not simply map onto a hard-substrate
template of gravel and shell hash. Mussels were spatially decoupled from non-mussel hard substrates to which
they can potentially recruit. Recent larval recruits were positively correlated with adult mussels, but not with
other hard substrates. Mussels made byssal thread attachments to other mussels in much higher proportions
than to other hard substrates. In a field experiment, mussel recruitment was highest to live mussels, followed
by mussel shell hash and gravel, with almost no recruitment to muddy sand. In a laboratory experiment,
evenly dispersed mussels rapidly self-organized into power-law clusters similar to those observed in nature.
Collectively, the results indicate that facilitation of recruitment to existing mussels plays a major role in soft-
bottom spatial pattern development. The interaction between large-scale resource availability (hard substrate)
and local-scale recruitment facilitation may be responsible for creating complex power-law spatial structure in
soft-bottom mussel beds.
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Abstract. Mussels (Mytilus edulis) build massive, spatially complex, biogenic structures that alter the
biotic and abiotic environment and provide a variety of ecosystem services. Unlike rocky shores, where
mussels can attach to the primary substrate, soft sediments are unsuitable for mussel attachment. We used
a simple lattice model, field sampling, and field and laboratory experiments to examine facilitation of
recruitment (i.e., preferential larval, juvenile, and adult attachment to mussel biogenic structure) and its
role in the development of power-law spatial patterns observed in Maine, USA, soft-bottom mussel beds.
The model demonstrated that recruitment facilitation produces power-law spatial structure similar to that
in natural beds. Field results provided strong evidence for facilitation of recruitment to other mussels—
they do not simply map onto a hard-substrate template of gravel and shell hash. Mussels were spatially
decoupled from non-mussel hard substrates to which they can potentially recruit. Recent larval recruits
were positively correlated with adult mussels, but not with other hard substrates. Mussels made byssal
thread attachments to other mussels in much higher proportions than to other hard substrates. In a field
experiment, mussel recruitment was highest to live mussels, followed by mussel shell hash and gravel,
with almost no recruitment to muddy sand. In a laboratory experiment, evenly dispersed mussels rapidly
self-organized into power-law clusters similar to those observed in nature. Collectively, the results indicate
that facilitation of recruitment to existing mussels plays a major role in soft-bottom spatial pattern
development. The interaction between large-scale resource availability (hard substrate) and local-scale
recruitment facilitation may be responsible for creating complex power-law spatial structure in soft-bottom
mussel beds.
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The processes that regulate landscape-scale
pattern formation of organisms in terrestrial,
freshwater, and marine systems remain poorly
understood. In the marine realm, soft-bottom
habitats cover nearly two-thirds of the earth’s
surface and have enormous ecological and
economic importance. In these often relatively
featureless sedimentary environments, soft-bot-
tom mussel beds (Mytilus edulis) can form large,
spatially complex aggregations with high bio-
mass and energy flow (Commito and Dankers
2001, Commito et al. 2006, Crawford et al. 2006,
van de Koppel et al. 2008, Gutie´rrez et al. 2011).
They are common in intertidal and shallow
subtidal habitats at temperate and boreal lati-
tudes, primarily in the northern hemisphere, and
can cover as much as 8% of the surface of some
tidal flats (Folmer et al. 2014). Mussels have high
value as a commercial fishery and are ecosystem
engineers that provide useful ecosystem services
because they attenuate storm surge, stabilize the
shoreline, sequester carbon, and provide food
and habitat for many species (Commito et al.
2005, 2008, Bouma et al. 2009, Gutie´rrez et al.
2011, Donadi et al. 2013).
Many factors can influence soft-bottom mussel
bed spatial structure. For example, some mussel
beds in northern Europe exhibit wave-like bands,
which may arise from density-dependent posi-
tive (reduced rates of loss, increased phytoplank-
ton delivery) and negative (food competition)
interactions operating at different spatial scales at
open, high-energy sites with flat bottoms and
consistent water flow (Gascoigne et al. 2005, van
de Koppel et al. 2005, 2008, Wang et al. 2009, Liu
et al. 2012, van de Koppel et al. 2012). However,
these factors may not be as important at other
locations, where soft-bottom mussel beds occur
in protected, low-energy sites with irregular
shorelines and uneven bottom topography. In
eastern Maine, USA (Fig. 1), mussel beds do not
exhibit banded structure. They have power-law
spatial distributions consisting of a hierarchical
array of many sizes of interconnected, irregular-
ly-shaped mussel patches containing open gaps
(Fig. 2; Commito et al. 2006, Gutie´rrez et al.
2011). Fractal analysis is well established in
landscape ecology as a useful way to quantify
such complex, hierarchical spatial patterns,
where fractal dimension represents the power-
law exponent (Hastings and Sugihara 1993,
Halley et al. 2004, Crawford et al. 2006). Maine
mussel beds exhibit fractal (i.e., power-law)
patterning over gradients of density and percent
cover (Snover and Commito 1998, Commito and
Rusignuolo 2000, Crawford et al. 2006). Power-
law structure has also been demonstrated for M.
edulis at soft-bottom locations in northern Europe
(Azovsky et al. 2000, Kostylev and Erlandsson
2001). This type of patchiness seems characteris-
tic of soft-bottom beds (McGrorty et al. 1993,
Nehls and Thiel 1993, Stillman et al. 2000,
Commito and Dankers 2001, Dankers et al. 2001).
Soft-bottom mussel beds are fundamentally
different from those on rocky shores because
larval, juvenile, and adult mussels do not
typically attach to the primary substrate, i.e.,
fine-grained sediment (Maas Geesteranus 1942,
Bayne 1964, Commito 1987, Commito et al. 2005).
Mussel abundance is negatively correlated with
silt-clay content (Commito et al. 2008), and
young mussels in particular are negatively
correlated with substrate softness (McGrorty et
al. 1993, Stillman et al. 2000). Mussel larvae,
juveniles, and adults overwhelmingly attach to
patches of hard substrate on the sediment
surface, including other live mussels, shell hash
(empty shells and shell fragments), and terrestri-
ally derived pebbles and cobbles (McGrorty et al.
1993, Stillman et al. 2000, Dolmer and Frandsen
2002, Herlyn et al. 2008, wa Kangeri et al. 2014).
If dislodged, mussels may be moved passively by
water currents or actively crawl towards each
other to re-establish at other mussel patches or
create new patches (Maas Geesteranus 1942,
Reusch and Chapman 1997, Coˆte´ and Jelnikar
1999, de Vooys 2003, Nicastro et al. 2007, van de
Koppel et al. 2008, de Jager et al. 2011, Capelle et
al. 2014).
Power-law structure can result from distur-
bance and recovery dynamics leading to critical-
ity in wave-swept rocky shore mussel beds and
other ecological systems (Wootton 2001, Gui-
chard et al. 2003, Pascual and Guichard 2005).
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However, not all systems with power-law struc-
ture are disturbance and recovery systems. Levin
(1999) argued that in protected, low-energy
locations, intrinsic factors should be important
in regulating spatial structure of benthic organ-
isms, resulting in power-law spatial distribu-
tions. We propose that recruitment facilitation is
an intrinsic factor playing an important role in
power-law spatial structure formation in mussel
beds at soft-bottom locations like our research
sites. We define recruitment facilitation as the
preferential attachment of larval, juvenile, and
adult mussels to existing mussel bed biogenic
structure (especially live mussels) on or project-
ing above the sediment surface, as opposed to
attachment to the surrounding fine-grained
sediment and terrestrially derived pebbles and
cobbles.
Power-law structure can emerge when a
system grows by preferential recruitment to
existing occupied sites (Baraba´si and Albert
1999). A well-known example is the power-law
distribution of vegetation in arid ecosystems
resulting from the interaction between large-scale
resource constraints (water) and local-scale facil-
itation (seed dispersal and germination in moist
soil adjacent to existing trees) in the absence of
disturbance or any obvious criticality (Ke´fi et al.
2007, Scanlon et al. 2007). Similarly, in a soft-
bottom mussel bed system, the interaction
between large-scale constraints (hard substrate
available for attachment) and local-scale facilita-
tion (larval, juvenile, and adult dispersal and
attachment to existing live mussels) may create
power-law patterning. Space is opened up by
possible factors such as predators, storms, ice
scour, or mortality from inadequate seston
supply. As larval, juvenile, and adult mussels
recruit, spatially complex beds grow out over the
adjacent substrate, including sand and mud to
which mussels do not attach. If this model of bed
development is correct, then some mussels are
Fig. 1. Map of study sites in eastern Maine, USA.
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attached to gravel and shell hash, but most are
attached to other mussels.
In this paper we present results from a simple
lattice model that demonstrate how facilitation of
recruitment to existing mussels produces fractal
power-law patterns like those observed in real
beds in Maine. We then present results from field
sampling and field and laboratory experiments
guided by the model to test hypotheses regard-
ing mussel recruitment. The results support the
idea that facilitation of recruitment to existing
mussels plays a major role in creating complex




Our research focuses on a 70-km (Euclidean
distance) stretch of the coast (44831 03600 N,
6881401000 W to 4483600300 N, 6782303600 W) in
Hancock and Washington counties, eastern
Maine, USA (Fig. 1). The glaciated, highly
dissected shoreline creates a complex array of
intertidal flats that are the spatially dominant
feature of this coastal region. Embayments and
estuaries are relatively protected from wind-
generated currents and waves by the hilly,
forested mainland, peninsulas, and islands.
Mytilus edulis and M. trossulus can live together
Fig. 2. Mussel bed images from eastern Maine, USA. (A) Entire beds at Sullivan Harbor (left) and Bob’s Cove
(right), adapted from Crawford et al. (2006), with kind permission from Springer ScienceþBusiness Media; (B, C,
D) portions of study site beds at intermediate spatial scale (left to right panels are Guard Point, Sullivan Harbor,
and Guard Point, respectively), (E, F) bed patchiness at small spatial scale (quadrats ¼ 0.53 0.5 m; left to right
panels are Hammond Cove and Sullivan harbor, respectively), (G) small mussels attached to clump of large
individuals at Guard Point. Photos credit: J. A. Commito.
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with their hybrids, but at protected and estuarine
sites in eastern Maine, the overwhelming major-
ity of individuals are M. edulis (Riginos and
Cunningham 2005, Hayhurst and Rawson 2009,
Tam and Scrosati 2014). The sediment is most
often mud or muddy sand with a flat, unrippled
surface, indicating a low-energy environment of
slow wind- and tide-generated current velocities.
Terrestrially derived pebbles, cobbles, and boul-
ders resulting from glacial activity generally
represent a small percentage of bottom cover.
The rocky shore in these locations is dominated
by the alga Ascophyllum nodosum, an indicator of
slow current velocities and low to moderate
wave activity (Bertness et al. 2002). Mussel
dislodgement rates by storms and ice scour are
relatively low in low-energy, soft-bottom estuar-
ies and embayments (McGrorty et al. 1990,
Hamilton et al. 1999, Stillman et al. 2000, Brink-
man et al. 2002, Belt et al. 2009). Sites in Maine
protected enough for soft-bottom mussel beds
generally have soft, wet winter slush that is
unlikely to be an important disturbance agent (J.
A. Commito, personal observation; B. F. Beal,
personal communication). Potential mussel preda-
tors at our soft-bottom sites include dog whelks
(Nucella lapillus) and green crabs (Carcinus
maenas), both at lower densities than on rocky
shores (Commito et al. 2008), and eiders (Soma-
teria mollissima), which are typically at rocky
intertidal sites and shallow subtidal kelp beds
and sea urchin barrens rather than soft-sediment
locations (Guillemette and Himmelman 1996,
Hamilton 2000).
Fractal dimensions (D) can range from 1 for a
simple Euclidian shape to 2 for a shape so
complicated that a trace of its outline fills the
entire plane. Mussel beds at our sites exhibit
fractal power-law patterning at scales ranging
from 2.5 mm to 200 m, nearly five orders of
magnitude. For small quadrats, an open-down-
ward parabolic relationship exists between frac-
tal dimension and mussel percent cover, with
highest D values around 60% cover (Snover and
Commito 1998, Crawford et al. 2006). Percolation
theory predicts the establishment of a percolation
cluster at approximately 60% cover (Guichard et
al. 2003, Scanlon et al. 2007), beyond which the
empty gaps fill in to such an extent that the
pattern becomes less complex and D decreases.
At larger spatial scales, D values similar to the
values for individual quadrats were calculated
for two entire mussel beds, each approximately
2003 50 m (Crawford et al. 2006).
Mussel bed recruitment facilitation model
We tested the hypothesis (H1) that mussel bed
development in a lattice model with facilitation
of recruitment to live mussel substrate produces
power-law spatial structure similar to that
observed in Maine soft-bottom mussel beds.
Lattice models have been used successfully to
describe the spatial dynamics of rocky shore
mussel beds and other ecological systems (Woot-
ton 2001, Guichard et al. 2003, Pascual and
Guichard 2005, Ke´fi et al. 2007, Scanlon et al.
2007). In our model, mussel bed cover grows
continuously by the addition of new mussels to
the edges of existing mussel patches. Although
extremely simple, the model mimics what is
known about mussel recruitment in nature,
where recent larval recruits are found primarily
at the edges of mussel patches (Svane and Ompi
1993), and crawling juvenile and adult mussels
attach there as well (Maas Geesteranus 1942,
Coˆte´ and Jelnikar 1999, de Vooys 2003, Nicastro
et al. 2007, van de Koppel et al. 2008, de Jager et
al. 2011).
The model mussel bed was represented by a
square lattice of 1003 100 cells (Visual Basic 6.0
1999; see Appendix A for full description of the
model and Supplement for source code and
executable file with interface for readers to use).
The borders were not wraparound, and each cell
had at most four orthogonal neighbors (von
Neumann neighborhood). Cells were in either
the empty state or the filled state, representing
absence or presence of a mussel, respectively. No
distinction was made among larval, juvenile, and
adult mussels. After an initial random assign-
ment of mussel-filled ‘‘recruitment site’’ cells, the
lattice was updated asynchronously. One cell was
chosen at random. If the chosen cell was already
filled, it remained filled. If it was empty and had
no filled neighbors, it remained empty. If it was
empty and had at least one filled neighbor, it
became filled. This scenario represents the
attachment of recruits to the edges of mussel
patches, including the edges of interior gaps,
causing an increase in bed cover. The number of
starting recruitment sites, number of iterations,
and pattern of recruitment input (i.e., random or
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spatially structured) could be varied, and the
model could also allow mussel removal from
filled cells, as well as recruitment to cells not
adjacent to filled cells. For the purposes of this
investigation, we kept the recruitment facilitation
scenario as simple as possible. We used a range
of initial recruitment site densities, and recruits
entered the lattice at random as described above,
without removal. Each initial recruitment site
density was run with five different random
distributions, an adequate number because mod-
el output variability was low.
For all model output images, the fractal
dimension was calculated with the boundary-
grid method using Benoit 1.3 software (TruSoft
2004). The number of grid boxes entered by a
mussel patch outline was plotted against grid
box side length using log-log axes, and fractal
dimension D ¼ the negative of the slope value.
The number of filled cells was also noted. In
order to make accurate comparisons between the
model and previously published field results
from Maine, the images in Snover and Commito
(1998) and Crawford et al. (2006) were re-
analyzed with the same procedure utilized for
the model output images. We used three criteria
to assess model results. To accept the hypothesis,
the model had to produce: (1) spatially complex
arrays of irregularly shaped mussel patches and
gaps with a wide range of sizes; (2) fractal
dimension values similar to those observed for
mussel beds in the field (D¼ 1.15–1.40); and (3) a
downward-opening parabolic relationship be-
tween fractal dimension and percent cover, with
a peak at approximately 60% cover.
Observations and experiments on relationships
between mussels and hard substrate
in the field
We tested the hypothesis (H2) that mussels
preferentially recruit to live mussel biogenic
structure, compared to fine sediment, terrestrial-
ly derived pebbles and cobbles, and mussel shell
hash. We used a combination of field observa-
tions and a field experiment.
Spatial scales of variability for mussels and hard
substrate.—Mussel abundance is highly variable
at our research sites: mean 6 1 SE¼ 23.52 6 7.47
individuals/200 cm2 core; range¼ 0–958 individ-
uals/200 cm2 core (Commito et al. 2006). In that
study, the highest proportion of variation in
abundance of recent mussel recruits and total
mussels was at small spatial scales, i.e., ,10 m.
To obtain comparable data on spatial variation
in coarse sedimentary hard substrates to which
mussels can potentially recruit (i.e., terrestrially
derived gravel, mussel shell hash, and non-
mussel shell hash), sediment was utilized from
stored bottom samples collected originally at six
sites (Fig. 1) by Commito et al. (2006), where
complete details can be found. Briefly, mussel
beds were sampled with a nested regime of cores
(20 cm tall 3 16 cm diameter ¼ 200 cm2 cross-
sectional area, 4021 cm3 volume) within quadrats
(1 m2) within transects (6 m long) within
positions (from a 120 m wide band running
down the center of each bed from the upper to
lower bed margin, approximately 100 m at each
site) within sites (spread out along 70 km
Euclidean distance of the coast). Each nested
level in the design represented a larger spatial
scale in terms of lag, or distance between
sampling units (Dungan et al. 2002).
For the coarse sediment (.8 mm) analysis
required in this investigation, the archived
sample material was air dried and sieved on a
shaker through a graded series of mesh sizes. The
material was separated into three categories and
weighed: terrestrially derived pebbles and cob-
bles called ‘‘gravel’’ for simplicity; mussel shell
hash; and non-mussel shell hash. This material is
not a perfect measure of the coarse substrate to
which mussels can attach because it includes
both surface and buried material. However, fine-
grained sediment moves across the surface with
every tidal cycle (Commito and Tita 2002,
Commito et al. 2005), potentially covering and
exposing coarse material on a daily basis, so a
measurement of surface availability at any one
point in time may not be particularly useful. In
our field experience, the mass of total coarse
material is generally correlated with the mass of
surface coarse material and serves as an adequate
proxy.
Data were analyzed with a pure random
effects (Model II) nested-ANOVA (Sokal and
Rohlf 1995, Underwood 1997) using the Statistix
8 analysis package (Analytical Software 2003). A
test of global Moran’s I using GeoDa (Anselin
2003) revealed that all independent variables
demonstrated significant spatial autocorrelation
at the P , 0.05 level, as we expected for such a
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spatially aggregated system. Furthermore, inde-
pendent variables were heteroscedastic and far
from normally distributed even when trans-
formed. Although this situation violates the
assumptions of traditional hypothesis testing, it
does not influence parameter estimation (Under-
wood 1997) or Pearson correlation coefficients
(Haining 1990). Our goal was to compute the
proportion of total variance accounted for at each
level in the nested design, so we proceeded with
the analysis, as recommended by Benedetti-
Cecchi (2001) and Bishop et al. (2002). In
nested-ANOVA studies it is often the case that
variability at a given spatial scale is less than
predicted from the amount of variability found at
a smaller scale, resulting in a negative estimate of
variance. When this situation occurred, we
followed the ‘‘pool-the-minimum-violator’’ pro-
cedure recommended by Fletcher and Under-
wood (2002).
Correlations between mussels and hard sub-
strate.—To determine the relationships between
mussel abundance and hard substrate, Pearson
correlations were calculated with Statistix 8
(Analytical Software 2003) between log-trans-
formed mussel abundance and hard substrate
mass in each category from the samples de-
scribed above.
Mussel attachment to hard substrate.—To deter-
mine the types of hard substrate to which
mussels were actually attached, individuals were
examined 20–22 July 2006 at three beds chosen
from the six beds described above to represent a
wide range of substrate availability (details in
Commito et al. 2006, Commito et al. 2008).
Lamoine Point is relatively exposed with more
coarse sediment material than the other two sites.
Sullivan Harbor and Bob’s Cove are relatively
protected sites with a mix of fine and coarse
sediment types.
At each bed, three 10-m transects were
established parallel to the shoreline, one each in
the high, middle, and low intertidal zone.
Samples were collected from mussel patches
.15 cm in diameter. Each sample consisted of
all the mussels found within a 10.5 cm diameter
metal ring pushed 3 cm into the sediment to the
bottoms of the mussels and the substrate to
which they were attached. From four to eight
samples were taken along each transect, depend-
ing on the numbers of mussels obtained, for a
total of 16 samples per site. Mussel clumps were
gently rinsed in situ with seawater on 0.5-mm
mesh, and the number of substrate categories to
which each mussel was attached by its byssal
threads was determined, using a hand lens when
necessary. Attachment categories included: live
mussels; mussel shell hash; non-mussel shell
hash (primarily plate fragments of the barnacle
Semibalanus balanoides and shell fragments of the
clams Mya arenaria and Macoma balthica); terres-
trially derived material defined as pebbles (,1
cm diameter), small cobbles (1–5 cm), and large
cobbles (.5 cm); live barnacles; and dead
barnacles. The live and dead barnacles were
almost always cemented to live mussels, mussel
shell hash, and gravel, covering a small area of
those surfaces. The frequencies of mussel attach-
ment were calculated across categories.
Mussel recruitment to hard substrate.—An ex-
periment to measure mussel recruitment to a
variety of substrate types was conducted at three
mussel bed sites. Guard Point and Hammond
Cove (both in the six sites described above) and
nearby Carrying Place Cove (Fig. 1) are in
protected embayments with muddy sand bot-
toms. At each site, 10 mussel patches were
selected based on patch size (.2.5 m in mini-
mum dimension), location (as close to random as
possible in the lower intertidal while also being
.5 m apart), and orientation (so that experimen-
tal blocks faced random compass directions).
Experimental blocks were established 3–5 July
2007. Each block (Fig. 3) consisted of four
randomly placed recruitment substrate plots (live
mussels, mussel shell hash, gravel, and muddy
sand) and an ambient core, each in two habitats
(mussel patch and bare sediment). Larval, juve-
nile, and adult mussels are sensitive to surface
roughness, chemical compounds, and metal ions,
so plots consisted of substrates held in food-
grade plastic delicatessen containers with a
smooth, shiny surface and rim, 10.5 cm in
diameter and 4.5 cm deep, with holes drilled
for drainage. At low tide they were filled with
substrates taken from each site, respectively.
Substrate plots were deployed 25 cm from each
other and from the edge of the mussel patch.
They were placed into the bottom where sedi-
ment and mussels had been removed to create
holes of the same diameter and depth as the
containers. Container rims were flush with the
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bed surface and held in place with plastic-
covered wire hooks. Ideally, the live mussels
would have been marked to differentiate them
from recruits. However, the standard methods of
marking bivalves involve notching the shell
margin or cleaning a portion of the shell and
applying paint or gluing on a tag. All were
deemed unacceptable for an investigation of
recruitment because of the possible release of
chemical cues from injured mantle tissue, alter-
ation of the shell surface, or leaching of chemical
solvents. Instead, the live mussel plots were
created with individuals .25 mm long, and
recruits in all treatments were the mussels ,25
mm long found in the plots and cores at the end
of the experiment.
Four weeks later (3–5 August 2007) the
substrate plots were removed and ambient cores
of the same diameter and depth were taken. The
contents were placed into plastic bags with
buffered formalin and stained with Rose Bengal.
In the laboratory the samples were sieved on 250-
lm mesh. All mussels were removed and the
lengths measured to the nearest 0.1 mm.
Data were analyzed with ANOVA using the
Statistix 8 analysis package (Analytical Software
2003), where the randomized blocks and the
interactions involving blocks were nested within
Sites, and the fixed factors of site, habitat, and
substrate were orthogonal to each other. The data
did not meet the necessary criteria for ANOVA,
even when transformed. Following Zar (1999),
the data were globally ranked, and the analysis
was run on the ranked data as well as the original
data. Especially in balanced designs like ours
with no missing data, this procedure produces a
Fig. 3. Diagram and photograph of recruitment experiment block at Hammond Cove, Maine. Photo credit: J. A.
Commito.
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dependable result when both analyses yield the
same conclusion (Zar 1999). Significant differenc-
es were examined further with Tukey’s multiple
comparison procedure at a rejection level of a ¼
0.05.
Mussel aggregation laboratory experiment
We tested the hypothesis (H3) that juvenile and
adult mussels recruit by crawling towards each
other, self-organizing into aggregations with
power-law spatial structure. A laboratory exper-
iment to assess juvenile and adult mussel
movement was conducted at the Downeast
Institute for Applied Research and Education,
Black Duck Cove, Great Wass Island (Fig. 1).
Mussels were collected at low tide 16 July 2007
from a natural mussel bed at Black Duck Cove.
Mussel clumps were gently removed from the
substrate, placed in flowing seawater (filtered
through 750 lm mesh) in the laboratory for a 24-
h acclimation period, and placed into size classes:
small (5.0–19.9 mm), medium (20.0–29.9 mm),
and large (30.0–39.9 mm).
Mussel aggregation test arenas consisted of
18.93 L (5 U.S. gallons), 25 cm diameter, white,
plastic buckets with smooth, featureless interiors.
Test arenas were filled with seawater for 24 h to
condition them before use and then emptied. For
the experiment, 2 L of seawater was added to
each of eight test arenas at 1400 hrs on 17 July.
The temperature of the arena water was 17.08C,
similar to water temperatures recorded at Black
Duck Cove (18.0–24.58C, sunny, mid-day, 10–50
cm deep near low tide line). Twenty mussels
were placed on the bottom of each arena in a
radially symmetrical pattern, with mussel centers
3.5 cm equidistant from each other in concentric
circles and their narrow ends facing the center
(Fig. 4). Five small, 10 medium, and five large
mussels were used to simulate the frequency
distribution in the field. Mussel positions were
randomized across size classes. Because mussels
began to move within seconds, it was not
possible to take photographs of the initial
conditions in a timely manner while the eight
arenas were being set up. To have an initial
condition baseline, we set up three additional
arenas at the same time as the test arenas,
specifically for the purpose of photographing
the 20 mussels as soon as they were placed into
position. During the experiment, the laboratory’s
fluorescent lights were turned on at 0730 hrs and
turned off at 1600 hrs. Natural light entered the
room through numerous windows. Sunset on 17
July occurred at 2011 hrs, sunrise on 18 July
occurred at 0501 hrs, and the lunar cycle was at a
new moon.
Arenas were left undisturbed for 24 h, when a
digital photograph was taken of the bottom of
each arena. Mussel aggregations were catego-
rized in situ by two methods: shells physically
touching and individuals connected by byssal
thread attachment. Both methods yielded almost
identical results, so for simplicity the results are
reported here only for the shell-touching data.
The number of aggregations/arena and the
number of mussels/aggregation were recorded.
An aggregation was defined as a clump contain-
ing two or more mussels (following Coˆte´ and
Jelnikar 1999).
Fig. 4. Arenas for aggregation experiment in the laboratory at Downeast Institute for Applied Research and
Education, Black Duck Cove, Great Wass Island, Maine. Arena diameter ¼ 25 cm, (A) Twenty evenly spaced
mussel placement locations, (B) mussels in place at time¼ 0, foot emerging from two mussels near left-center of
the array, (C) mussels in clumps after 24 h. Photos credit: J. A. Commito.
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The digital photographs were used to deter-
mine fractal dimensions (D) and perimeter (P),
area (A), and perimeter:area (P:A) ratios of
mussel singletons and aggregations. Photo-
graphs were transformed for analysis using
ArcGIS 9.2 software (Environmental Systems
Research Institute 2006). Mussel outlines were
signified with a one-pixel white boundary on a
black background. Perimeters and areas were
calculated using the geometry calculator of
ArcGIS 9.2. The Mann-Whitney U-test (SPSS
2006) was used to compare P:A values of
aggregations to those of singletons as well as
entire arenas after 24 h to those under initial
conditions.
To determine fractal power-law patterns for
the shapes of individual aggregations, the
boundary-grid method was utilized with Benoit
1.3 software (TruSoft 2004). Because of the large
number of single mussels, which were similar in
shape, 20 singletons were chosen at random for
analysis. The Mann-Whitney U-test was used to
compare fractal dimension values of aggrega-
tions to those of singletons.
To determine arena-wide power-law cluster-
ing, the area-perimeter exponent technique was
used (Hastings and Sugihara 1993), where
aggregation P and A values were plotted on
log-log axes for each arena, and fractal dimension
D ¼ 2 3 slope. We chose this method for the
arena-wide analysis because it was developed
specifically for clusters of patches (as opposed to
quadrats or individual patches), and other work
in our laboratory demonstrated that it is more
sensitive than the boundary-grid method to
differences in arena cluster patterns (N. J.
Gownaris, D. E. Haulsee, S. E. Coleman, and J.
A. Commito, unpublished data). The Mann-Whit-
ney U-test was used to compare fractal dimen-
sion values of arenas after 24 h to those under
initial conditions.
RESULTS
Mussel bed recruitment facilitation model
The model showed the accumulation of re-
cruits at the edges of mussel patches, including
edges of interior gaps, causing growth in bed
cover (Fig. 5). Bed growth was rapid at first and
slowed down as the number of open cells along
Fig. 5. Example of model mussel bed development from 40 randomly located initial recruitment sites in a 1003
100 ¼ 10,000 cell lattice. Numbers above panels refer to iterations (in thousands) and filled cells, respectively.
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edges declined, causing fewer recruitment sites
to be available. Qualitatively, the hierarchical
spatial structure that emerged was visually
similar to what was observed in the natural beds
at our study sites (compare to Fig. 2). Patches
were irregular in shape, with empty gaps within
and between patches. Mussel removal was not
part of the model scenario, yet gaps were
prominent features. Gaps were created in two
ways – when irregular evaginations grew out
from a patch edge and encircled open spaces
within the patch and when two or more patches
grew towards each other and coalesced.
Quantitatively, the model produced power-law
spatial patterns like those of mussel beds in the
field (Fig. 6). The model fractal dimension values
were slightly higher, which was not unexpected
because small, consistent differences may result
from differing types of source data. Fractal
dimension exhibited the same downward-open-
ing parabolic relationship with percent cover
(Fig. 7; see Appendix B: Fig. B1 for expanded
version with data points and regression equa-
tions) reported for Bob’s Cove quadrats (Snover
and Commito 1998, Crawford et al. 2006).
Depending on the number of initial mussel
recruitment sites, a family of these parabolic
curves was produced. With small numbers of
initial mussel recruitment sites, the curves were
relatively flat. As the number of initial mussel
recruitment sites increased, the variability de-
Fig. 6. Example of recruitment facilitation model run with 20 initial recruitment sites and growth to 20% cover
and the associated power-law graph. ‘‘Box’’ refers to grid boxes in boundary-grid method used to calculate fractal
dimension, D.
Fig. 7. Fractal dimension, D, of mussel outline vs.
percent cover of mussels. Second order regression
curves are for model mussel beds with the indicated
numbers of initial recruitment sites and for the Bob’s
Cove, Maine, mussel bed quadrats in Snover and
Commito (1998) and Crawford et al. (2006), recalcu-
lated using the same image analysis methodology as
for the model runs. See Appendix B: Fig. B1 for the
curves with regression equations, coefficients of
determination, and data points.
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clined, parabolas became more strongly arched,
D values rose, and peak values shifted to the
right. As expected from percolation theory and
the Bob’s Cove empirically derived parabola,
they were highest around 60% cover. Thus,
density of initial recruitment sites as well as
overall percent cover played important roles in
spatial patterning.
Observations and experiment on relationships
between mussels and hard substrate in the field
Spatial scales of variability for mussels and hard
substrate.—Hard substrate in the form of coarse
sediment was highly variable (mean 6 1 SE ¼
458.23 6 46.66 g/core; range¼ 0–3404.83 g/core).
It consisted primarily of terrestrially derived
gravel (80.9%), followed by far smaller amounts
of mussel shell hash (16.0%) and non-mussel
shell hash (3.0%). Variance for all coarse sediment
types was highly dependent on spatial scale. For
the dominant category (terrestrial gravel), the
highest proportion of the variance (54.95%)
occurred at the largest spatial scale (kilometers,
the site level), and the lowest proportion (2.41%)
was at the second-smallest spatial scale (,10 m,
quadrat level). Corresponding values were sim-
ilar for total coarse sediment: 51.72% at the
largest spatial scale and 1.67% at the second-
smallest scale. This pattern was the opposite of
the one for mussels at the same locations: highest
variance (44.03%) at the second-smallest scale
and lowest variance (3.80%) at the largest scale
(Commito et al. 2006). Although mussels and
potential attachment substrate were both hierar-
chically structured, their structures differed
considerably across spatial scales.
Correlations between mussels and hard sub-
strate.—Recent larval recruits (,2 mm) had a
significant positive correlation with only one
type of hard substrate: adult mussels (r¼ 0.298, P
¼ 0.0003). They were negatively correlated with
non-mussel shell hash (r ¼ 0.284, P ¼ 0.0006)
and not significantly correlated with the other
coarse sediment substrates. Adult mussels and
total mussels were not significantly correlated
with any of the coarse sediment substrates.
Mussel attachment to hard substrate.—Attach-
ments were assessed for 1074 mussels. Most
mussels were attached to one or two substrate
categories (mode¼ 1; median¼ 2; mean 6 1 SE¼
1.97 6 0.03; range ¼ 1–5 substrate categories/
mussel). Overall, 85.1% of the mussels were
attached to other live mussels, more than twice
as many as any other substrate category, fol-
lowed by mussel shell hash, non-mussel shell
hash, and small pebbles (Fig. 8A). Nearly all of
the mussels (94.2%) were attached to biogenic
structure in the form of either live mussels or
mussel shell hash.
To the degree that mussel attachment reflects
recruitment selectivity, it is useful to consider the
mussels that were attached to only one substrate
category. These individuals (N¼419) represented
39% of all mussels. Of this number, 79.0% were
attached only to other live mussels, eight times as
many as any other substrate category, and 89.7%
were attached to biogenic structure in the form of
either live mussels or mussel shell hash (Fig. 8B).
Mussel recruitment to hard substrate.—The
ANOVAs on raw data and ranked data from
the recruitment field experiment produced ex-
tremely similar results for all main effects and
interactions, the single exception being signifi-
Fig. 8. Mussel attachment to hard substrate at
mussel beds in eastern Maine, USA. (A) Total mussels
attached to all substrate categories, which add up to
more than 100% because mussels may be attached to
more than one substrate category, (B) mussels attached
to one substrate category. Substrate categories: LM ¼
live mussels, MS¼mussel shell hash, NS¼non-mussel
shell hash, P¼pebbles, C¼ cobbles, B¼boulders, LB¼
live barnacles, DB ¼ dead barnacles.
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cant site differences for the ranked data but not
for the raw data. We were not as interested in
sites as in habitats and substrates, for which the
analysis was deemed to be reliable.
The number of recruits was significantly
higher in the live mussel substrate plots than in
any of the other substrate plots, indicating a
strong effect of substrate type (Fig. 9; see
Appendix C: Tables C1, C2 for ANOVA and
Tukey HSD all-pairwise comparisons results).
The mussel shell hash, gravel, and muddy sand
plots held progressively fewer recruits, but were
not significantly different from each other. This
pattern was the same in both the mussel and bare
sediment habitats. In addition, the number of
recruits was significantly higher in the mussel
habitat than in the bare sediment habitat,
demonstrating a strong effect of local, ambient
mussels on recruitment.
The substrate 3 habitat interaction term was
significant, as might be expected from the large
difference in recruits between the ambient cores
in the mussel and bare sediment habitats. The
site 3 substrate interaction was also significant,
indicating that recruitment patterns across sites
were differentially affected by substrate. The
numbers of recruits did not vary significantly
across the three sites, suggesting that recruitment
was occurring at similar rates over spatial scales
encompassing more than single mussel beds.
Approximately 94% of the recruits were 2
mm, indicating that juveniles and adults were
more important recruiters than larvae during the
time of the experiment. No individuals ,2 mm
were found in any muddy sand plots or bare
sediment control cores. Recruits within each
substrate plot rarely occurred as isolated indi-
viduals spread out across the surface. They were
almost always clumped together into one or a
few aggregations/plot, attached by many byssal
threads to each other as well as to the hard (but
not the muddy sand) substrate types.
Mussel aggregation laboratory experiment
At the start of the laboratory experiment,
mussels immediately began to crawl by extend-
ing the foot and pulling themselves along the
bottom. Within the first minute, some mussels
made shell contact or formed byssal thread
attachments with each other. After a few min-
utes, aggregations were common. Mussels did
not move solely as individuals. They pushed and
pulled other individuals with them, creating
mobile clumps. Aggregations often broke up
and reformed during the first few hours, after
which time they became relatively stable.
At the end of the experiment (see example in
Fig. 4), about half of the 20 mussels in each arena
were in aggregations (mean 6 1 SE ¼ 10.63 6
1.12 mussels/arena), with as many as 6 mussels/
aggregation (Fig. 10A). Despite their irregular
shapes, the large sizes of aggregations compared
to singletons meant that they had significantly
lower P:A ratios (U¼ 434, df¼ 73, 35, P , 0.0001;
Fig. 10B).
As expected for smooth, simple shapes, the
fractal dimension values ’ 1 for individual
mussels (Fig. 10C) and for initial condition
arenas comprising 20 isolated individuals (Fig.
10D). Aggregations had shapes with significantly
higher fractal dimensions than singletons (U ¼
113, df ¼ 20, 34, P , 0.0001; Fig. 10C). Arenas
after 24 h held aggregation clusters with signif-
icantly higher arena-wide fractal dimensions
Fig. 9. Mussel recruits (mean 6 1 SE) in experimen-
tal substrate plots and ambient cores in mussel and
bare sediment habitats at three sites in eastern Maine,
USA. Plot and core diameter¼10.5 cm, depth¼4.5 cm.
Letters indicate significant differences among sub-
strates (P  0.05). Mussel habitat had significantly
more recruits than did bare sediment. No significant
differences among sites. See Fig. 3 for diagram and
photograph of experimental block and Appendix C:
Tables C1, C2 for ANOVA table and Tukey HSD all-
pairwise comparisons test results.
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than initial condition arenas (U¼ 22, df¼ 8, 3, P¼
0.05; Fig. 10D). Thus, mussel movement created
power-law spatial structure at the levels of
individual aggregations and of entire arenas.
DISCUSSION
Mussel bed recruitment facilitation model
Our lattice model scenario was designed to test
the hypothesis (H1) that the simplest recruitment
facilitation rules could simulate Maine soft-
bottom mussel bed power-law spatial structure
without invoking a power-law array of gap sizes
produced by disturbance agents incorporated in
wave-swept rocky shore lattice models (Wootton
2001, Guichard et al. 2003, Pascual and Guichard
2005). In fact, our model produced gaps without
any mussel removal. Our main heuristic outcome
was that facilitation of recruitment to existing
mussels caused irregular patch growth and
coalescence on a sedimentary seafloor to which
mussels cannot readily attach, producing patches
and gaps with power-law structure. These
patterning processes most likely contribute to
the interconnected, labyrinth-like structures (sen-
su van de Koppel et al. 2008) often observed in
soft-bottom mussel beds (Fig. 2; Snover and
Commito 1998, Crawford et al. 2006, van de
Koppel et al. 2008). Without recruitment facilita-
tion, power-law spatial patterning may not occur.
For example, a well-parameterized lattice model
for New Zealand soft-bottom bivalves with high
Fig. 10. Laboratory aggregation experiment results. (A) Aggregation rate as frequency distribution of mussels
in aggregations (mean 6 1 SE), (B) perimeter:area ratios (mean 6 1 SE) of single mussels and mussel
aggregations, (C) fractal dimensions (mean 6 1 SE) of single mussels and mussel aggregations, (D) fractal
dimensions (mean 6 1 SE) of entire arenas.
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rates of juvenile and adult movement failed to
produce the patchy, spatially auto-correlated
patterns observed in the field, which the authors
(McArdle et al. 1997) attributed to the lack of
recruitment facilitation in the model.
In their review of spatial self-organization in
estuarine ecosystems, van de Koppel et al. (2012)
suggested that fractal power-law structure at
sites like ours in Snover and Commito (1998) is
the result of storm disturbance breaking up
banded patterns of young mussel beds during
their first winter. However, for the past four
decades at our sites we have never observed
banded patterns of young mussels or mussels of
any age, regardless of season. Of course mussel
removal is important; it helps determine what
hard substrate is available for mussel recruit-
ment. Yet our model results were consistent with
other power-law structured systems exhibiting
recruitment facilitation in the absence of distur-
bance gaps (Baraba´si and Albert 1999, Ke´fi et al.
2007, Scanlon et al. 2007). In fact, disturbance has
been shown to eliminate, rather than create,
power-law structure in some systems (Ke´fi et al.
2007).
Mussel bed recruitment facilitation
in the field and laboratory
A species’ spatial distribution may be due to
what Halley et al. (2004) call ‘‘inheritance,’’
where the pattern mirrors the distribution of
necessary resources across the landscape. Per-
haps mussels merely recruit to pieces of coarse
sediment that have a power-law spatial distribu-
tion within a background of unsuitable mud and
sand. Our field results were not consistent with
this explanation. They supported our hypothesis
(H2) that mussels preferentially recruit to live
mussel biogenic structure.
A spatial mismatch was discovered between
the scales of variability in coarse sediment found
in this study and in mussel abundance found by
Commito et al. (2006) at the same time and
locations. In addition, we found no significant
positive correlations between mussels and any of
the coarse sediment hard substrates. Mussels
were not simply mapping onto a template of
gravel and shell hash. However, recent larval
recruits did have a significant positive correlation
with one type of hard substrate: adult mussels. In
addition, the field experiment showed that
recruitment of all sizes of mussels was highest
to live mussel substrate plots. Why did they not
attach at equal rates to all of the three hard
substrates? Live mussels may be the most
advantageous substrate because they form a safe,
stable matrix bound together by byssal threads
(Dankers and Zuidema 1995, Dankers et al.
2001), whereas gravel and shell hash can tumble
and slide across the bottom in bedload, damag-
ing attached recruits. Live mussels also provide
protection from predation within the byssal
threads of large adults, increase fertilization
success due to proximity of other reproductive
individuals, and indicate suitable habitat require-
ments (Levitan 1991, McGrorty et al. 1993).
Moreover, our attachment results demonstrated
that almost all of the mussels at our sites were
attached to other live mussels, by far the most
common attachment. And of the many mussels
attached to only one substrate category, the vast
majority were attached to other live mussels. A
likely scenario is that larval recruits and young
mussels attach preferentially to other live mus-
sels (Maas Geesteranus 1942, McGrorty et al.
1993) and remain attached as they become older
and make more attachments to additional sub-
strate categories.
The mechanisms behind recruitment facilita-
tion remain unclear. Mussel chemical cues (de
Vooys 2003) and byssal threads (McGrorty et al.
1990) are attractive to settlers and older recruits
that engage in active crawling (Maas Geester-
anus 1942, Uryu et al. 1996, Coˆte´ and Jelnikar
1999, de Vooys 2003, van de Koppel et al. 2005,
2008, Nicastro et al. 2007, Wang et al. 2009). The
mussels in our laboratory experiment actively
crawled, allowing them to encounter and attach
to each other. This movement may have been
directed by chemical cues as well as Le´vy walks
that led to the development of aggregations (de
Jager et al. 2011). However, aggregation cannot
be understood simply in terms of individual
Le´vy walk behavior. Mussels frequently moved
as entire clumps rather than as individuals. Large
mussels pushed and pulled clusters of other
mussels, especially smaller ones.
Our field experiment was unique in that it
specifically compared recruitment to live mussels
and other forms of hard substrate on soft
bottoms. Few of the recruits were recent larval
settlers. Most were juveniles and adults that
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actively crawled (including some carried along
by crawling individuals) or were passively
transported by water currents to existing mussel
patches (Maas Geesteranus 1942, Bayne 1964,
McGrorty et al. 1993, Reusch and Chapman 1995,
1997, Hunt and Scheibling 2001, Petrovic and
Guichard 2008, van de Koppel et al. 2008,
Largaespada et al. 2012). The high rate of
recruitment to live mussels that we observed
indicates that transported mussels may have
been more readily trapped by the vertical
structure of live mussels than by other types of
hard substrate. But vertical structure alone is not
the entire story. Largaespada et al. (2012)
demonstrated higher recruitment to live mussels
than to empty mussel valves glued together and
put in the same position as live mussels. Thus,
recruitment of larvae and post-larvae to live
mussels is likely to result from both passive
transport and active crawling, followed by some
combination of preferential attachment by the
moving mussels and byssal thread trapping by
the mussels toward which they move.
The laboratory experiment results supported
the hypothesis (H3) that juvenile and adult
mussels self-organize into aggregations with
power-law spatial structure. To our knowledge,
these results are the first to document active
mussel self-organization into power-law clusters.
Aggregations in our laboratory experiment had
more complex shapes than singletons, but they
were also larger, resulting in significantly lower
P:A ratios than for singletons. This P:A relation-
ship helps explain why edge-related predation,
thermal stress, and other threats decrease with
aggregation size, while food limitation increases
(Bertness and Grosholz 1985, Okamura 1986,
Svane and Ompi 1993, Helmuth 1998, Commito
and Dankers 2001, Casey and Chattopadhyay
2008, van de Koppel et al. 2008).
Soft-bottom mussel beds at most sites, includ-
ing ours, seem to be regulated in ways that are
different from those at the banded Wadden Sea
and Menai Strait sites studied by Gascoigne et al.
(2005) and van de Koppel et al. (2005, 2008).
What might explain this difference? In the
Wadden Sea, the band patterns are restricted to
some so-called ‘‘young mussel beds’’ and are not
the typical pattern observed there (Dankers et al.
2001, van de Koppel et al. 2005, 2012, Wang et al.
2009). At Menai Strait, bands occur at a site
managed for mussel production by preparing the
bottom and seeding manually with juvenile
mussels (Gascoigne et al. 2005). In contrast, beds
at our sites are not managed. They contain
mussels of all ages and sizes (see size-class
histograms from six sites in Commito et al.
2006). Water flow at our sites may cause
sufficient turbulence along rough bottoms and
irregular shorelines to eliminate food competi-
tion in laminar flow described at Wadden Sea
and Menai Strait sites (Gascoigne et al. 2005, van
de Koppel et al. 2005, 2008, Wang et al. 2009, Liu
et al. 2012). At a Netherlands site similar to those
in the Wadden Sea cited above, Capelle et al.
(2014) established high- and low-density plots of
uniformly distributed mussels on the sandy
bottom. Within days the mussels began to
aggregate into patchy arrays without bands.
After three months the patchy distributions
looked very similar to the spatial patterns
observed at our sites in Maine and produced by
our model and laboratory experiment. Thus,
bands may be relatively rare phenomena occur-
ring under special conditions not frequently met
at most locations worldwide. Liu et al. (2012) call
for caution in interpreting band spatial patterns
and their emergent properties because the
mechanisms regulating mussel bed spatial struc-
ture are poorly understood and require more
empirical field and experimental analysis.
Implications
Soft-bottom mussel beds can exist in the same
location for centuries (Obert and Michaelis 1991,
Nehls and Thiel 1993, Herlyn and Millat 2000,
Dolmer and Frandsen 2002, Bu¨ttger et al. 2014,
Folmer et al. 2014). If mussels decline, patches of
hard substrate remain in place and serve as
future attachment sites, allowing beds to re-
bound. Our results indicate that live mussels are
the most important type of hard substrate, more
so than shell hash and gravel. From a resource
management perspective, removal of mussel
biogenic structure by dredging, raking, or other
bed smoothing activities eliminates spatial mem-
ory. Disrupted recruitment facilitation is likely to
change mussel abundance and spatial patterns,
resulting in a cascade of subsequent effects that
are not well understood (Dolmer and Frandsen
2002, Thrush et al. 2006, Gutie´rrez et al. 2011).
Better understanding of the onset, duration, and
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management of these effects may result from
research focused on the interaction between hard
substrate availability and recruitment facilitation.
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Recruitment Facilitation Model Description
The Recruitment Facilitation Model (see Sup-
plement for source code and executable file with
interface for readers to use) allows the user to
choose from four distinctly paired rules called
‘‘Edge’’ (recruitment facilitation at patch edge),
‘‘No Edge’’ (recruitment at any location),
‘‘Growth’’ (recruitment with bed growth), and
‘‘No Growth’’ (recruitment without bed growth),
creating four possible scenarios (Scenarios 1–4,
below). If desired, each of the four rules may be
applied to a mussel bed where the user can
spatially structure the probability of recruitment
success, creating four additional scenarios (Sce-
narios 5–8, below).
Note that Scenario 1 was utilized in this paper.
The executable file opens to an interface that
allows the user to choose the desired scenario
(‘‘Rule’’ box), number of initial recruitment sites,
number of iterations, and number of filled cells
(the latter for the No Growth scenarios, i.e.,
Scenarios 3, 4, 7, 8). For the spatially structured
scenarios (Scenarios 5–8), the user chooses the
probability values and area values for colored
blocks (R ¼ red, O ¼ orange, etc.) located
randomly within the lattice.
Scenario 1: Recruitment facilitation, with mussel
bed growth: ‘‘Edge’’ and ‘‘Growth’’ rules applied.—
The bed is represented by a square lattice C of
100 3 100 cells having at most four orthogonal
neighbors (von Neumann neighborhood). The
borders are not wraparound. Each cell may
obtain one of two values, 0 (empty) or 1 (filled),
representing absence or presence of mussels,
respectively. After an initial random selection of
filled initial recruitment sites, the lattice is
updated asynchronously according to two rules:
Edge ¼ recruitment may occur only within the von
Neumann neighborhood of a filled cell (i.e., at a patch
edge), and Growth¼patches are allowed to grow (i.e.,
mussels are not removed from filled cells). This
scenario represents the attachment of recruits at
the edges of mussel patches, including the edges
of interior gaps, causing an increase in bed cover.
Let Cti; j represent the value of the cell at lattice
position (i, j ) for discrete time step t, where t¼ 0,
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1, 2, 3. . . , n.
a. At the initial time step t ¼ 0, the lattice
contains any number of randomly assigned
filled initial recruitment sites whose values
are set to 1. All remaining cells have value 0.
b. For each subsequent time step t, one ordered
pair of independent random positive inte-
gers (i, j ) between 1 and 100 inclusive is
generated.
Apply the following transition rule:
If Cti; j ¼ 0 and Cti; j1 þ Cti; jþ1 þ Cti1; j þ Ctiþ1; j. 0
Then Ctþ1i; j ¼ 1
Else Ctþ1i; j ¼ Cti; j
c. The updating process may be terminated in
one of two pre-determined ways: At a given
time step, t¼ n, or when a given number of
filled cells, 0  m  10000, have been added
to the lattice.
Scenario 2: No recruitment facilitation, but with
bed growth: ‘‘No Edge’’ and ‘‘Growth’’ rules ap-
plied.—The bed is represented by a lattice of
100 3 100 square cells. The borders are not
wraparound. Each cell may obtain one of two
values, 0 (empty) or 1 (filled), representing
absence or presence of mussels, respectively.
After an initial random selection of filled initial
recruitment sites, the lattice is updated asyn-
chronously according to two rules: No Edge ¼
recruitment may occur anywhere within the lattice,
and Growth ¼ patches are allowed to grow (i.e.,
mussels are not removed from filled cells). This
scenario represents random accumulation of
recruits anywhere on bare sediment, including,
but not limited to, the edges of patches and
interior gaps.
Let Cti; j represent the value of the cell at lattice
position (i, j ) for discrete time step t, where t¼ 0,
1, 2, 3. . . , n.
a. At the initial time step t ¼ 0, the lattice
contains any number of randomly assigned
filled initial recruitment sites whose values
are set to 1. All remaining cells have value
0.
b. For each subsequent time step t, one ordered
pair of independent random positive inte-
gers (i, j ) between 1 and 100 inclusive is
generated.
Apply the following transition rule:
If Cti; j ¼ 0
Then Ctþ1i; j ¼ 1
Else Ctþ1i; j ¼ Cti; j
c. The updating process may be terminated in
one of two pre-determined ways: At a given
time step, t¼ n, or when a given number of
filled cells, 0  m  10000, have been added
to the lattice.
Scenario 3: Recruitment facilitation, no bed growth:
‘‘Edge’’ and ‘‘No Growth’’ rules applied.—The bed is
represented by a square lattice of 1003 100 cells,
with each cell having at most four orthogonal
neighbors (von Neumann neighborhood). The
borders are not wraparound. Cells are either in
the empty state or the filled state, representing
absence or presence of mussels, respectively.
After populating the bed with an initial random
selection of filled cells, the lattice is updated
asynchronously according to two rules: Edge ¼
recruitment may occur only within the von Neumann
neighborhood of a filled cell (i.e., at a patch edge), and
No Growth¼ for every cell that becomes filled with a
recruit, a mussel is removed from another already
filled cell. This scenario represents no net change
in bed cover, with recruitment at the edges of
mussel patches, including the edges of interior
gaps, and removal occurring anywhere in the
system.
Let Cti; j represent the value of the cell at lattice
position (i, j ) for discrete time step t, where t¼ 0,
1, 2, 3. . . , n.
a. At the initial time step t ¼ 0, the lattice
contains any number of randomly assigned
filled cells whose values are set to 1. All
remaining cells have value 0.
b. For each subsequent time step t, two ordered
pairs of independent random positive inte-
gers (m1, n1) and (m2, n2) between 1 and 100
inclusive, for which Ctm1;n1 ¼ 0and Ctm2;n2 ¼ 1,
are generated.
Apply the following transition rule:
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If ði; jÞ ¼ ðm1; n1Þ and Cti ;j1 þ Cti; jþ1 þ Cti1; j
þ Ctiþ1; j. 0
Then Ctþ1i; j ¼ 1 and Ctþ1m1;n2 ¼ 0
Else Ctþ1i; j ¼ Cti; j
c. The updating process may be terminated in
one pre-determined way: At a given time
step, t ¼ n.
Scenario 4: No recruitment facilitation, no bed
growth: ‘‘No Edge’’ and ‘‘No Growth’’ rules
applied.—The bed is represented by a square
lattice of 1003 100 cells, with each cell having at
most four orthogonal neighbors (von Neumann
neighborhood). The borders are not wraparound.
Cells are either in the empty state or the filled
state, representing absence or presence of mus-
sels, respectively. After populating the bed with
an initial random selection of filled cells, the
lattice is updated asynchronously according to
two rules: No Edge ¼ recruitment may occur
anywhere within the lattice, and No Growth ¼ for
every cell that becomes filled with a recruit, a mussel
is removed from another already filled cell. This
scenario represents no net change in bed cover,
with recruitment and removal occurring any-
where in the system.
Let Cti;j represent the value of the cell at lattice
position (i, j ) for discrete time step t, where t¼ 0,
1, 2, 3. . . , n.
a. At the initial time step t ¼ 0, the lattice
contains any number of randomly assigned
filled cells whose values are set to 1. All
remaining cells have value 0.
b. For subsequent time steps two ordered pairs
of independent random positive integers
(m1, n1) and (m2, n2) between 1 and 100
inclusive, for which Ctm1;n1 ¼ 0and Ctm2;n2 ¼ 1
are generated.
Apply the following transition rule:
If ði; jÞ ¼ ðm1; n1Þ
Then Ctþ1i; j ¼ 1 and Ctþ1m2;n2 ¼ 0
Else Ctþ1i; j ¼ Cti; j
c. The updating process may be terminated in
one pre-determined way: At a certain time
step, t ¼ n.
Scenario 5: Recruitment facilitation, with mussel
bed growth: ‘‘Edge’’ and ‘‘Growth’’ rules applied to
mussel bed where the user spatially structures the
probability of recruitment success.—Identical to
Scenario 1 (above), except that recruitment may
occur with some degree of probability only
within the von Neumann neighborhood of a
filled cell (i.e., at an edge).
Let Cti; j represent the value of the cell at lattice
C position (i, j) for discrete time step t, where t¼
0, 1, 2, 3. . . , n.
Let P be a related square lattice of 100 3 100
cells, such that cell Cti; j has recruitment probabil-
ity Pi; j. In lattice P, the 100 3 100 cells are
subdivided into 10-square blocks, such that cells
within the same block possess the same recruit-
ment probability.
a. At the initial time step t ¼ 0, lattice C
contains any number of randomly assigned
filled initial recruitment sites whose values
are set to 1. All remaining cells have value
0. In addition, the 100 10-square blocks of
probability lattice P are filled according to a
pre-determined set of probabilities and
related areas (blocks) containing those
probabilities.
b. For each subsequent time step t, three
independent random numbers are generat-
ed: one ordered pair of random positive
integers (i, j ) between 1 and 100 inclusive,
and one random real number 0  r , 1.
Apply the following transition rule:
If Cti; j ¼ 0 and Cti; j1 þ Cti; jþ1 þ Cti1; j
þ Ctiþ1; j. 0 and r,Pi; j
Then Ctþ1i; j ¼ 1
Else Ctþ1i; j ¼ Cti; j
c. The updating process may be terminated in
one of two pre-determined ways: At a given
time step, t¼ n, or when a given number of
filled cells, 0  m  10000 have been added
to the lattice.
Scenario 6: No recruitment facilitation, but with
bed growth: ‘‘No Edge’’ and ‘‘Growth’’ rules applied
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to mussel bed where the user spatially structures the
probability of recruitment success.—Identical to
Scenario 2 (above), except that recruitment may
occur with some degree of probability anywhere
within the lattice.
Let Cti; jrepresent the value of the cell at lattice C
position (i, j) for discrete time step t, where t¼ 0,
1, 2, 3. . . , n.
Let P be a related square lattice of 100 3 100
cells, such that cell Ci; j has recruitment proba-
bilityPi; j. In lattice P, the 100 3 100 cells are
subdivided into 10-square blocks, such that cells
within the same block possess the same recruit-
ment probability.
a. At the initial time step t ¼ 0, lattice C
contains any number of randomly assigned
filled initial recruitment sites whose values
are set to 1. All remaining cells have value
0. In addition, the 100 10-square blocks of
probability lattice P are filled according to a
pre-determined set of probabilities and
related areas (blocks) containing those
probabilities.
b. For each subsequent time step t, three
independent random numbers are generat-
ed: one ordered pair of random positive
integers (i, j ) between 1 and 100 inclusive,
and one random real number 0  r , 1.
Apply the following transition rule:
If Cti; j ¼ 0 and r,Pi; j
Then Ctþ1i; j ¼ 1
Else Ctþ1i; j ¼ Cti; j
c. The updating process may be terminated in
one of two pre-determined ways: At a given
time step, t¼ n, or when a given number of
filled cells, 0  m  10000 have been added
to the lattice.
Scenario 7: Recruitment facilitation, no bed growth:
‘‘Edge’’ and ‘‘No Growth’’ rules applied to mussel bed
where the user spatially structures the probability of
recruitment success.—Identical to Scenario 3
(above), except that recruitment may occur with
some degree of probability only within the von
Neumann neighborhood of a filled cell (i.e., at an
edge).
Let Cti; j represent the value of the cell at lattice
position (i, j ) for discrete time step t, where t¼ 0,
1, 2, 3. . . , n.
Let P be a related square lattice of 100 3 100
cells, such that cell Ci; jhas recruitment probabil-
ity Pi; j. In lattice P, the 100 3 100 cells are
subdivided into 10-square blocks, such that cells
within the same block possess the same recruit-
ment probability.
a. At the initial time step t ¼ 0, lattice C
contains any number of randomly assigned
filled cells whose values are set to 1. All
remaining cells have value 0. In addition,
the 100 10-square blocks of probability
lattice P are filled according to a pre-
determined set of probabilities and related
areas (blocks) containing those probabili-
ties.
b. For each subsequent time step t, two ordered
pairs of independent random positive inte-
gers (m1, n1) and (m2, n2) between 1 and 100
inc lus ive , for which Ctm1;n1 ¼ 0and
Ctm2;n2 ¼ 1, and one random real number 0
 r , 1 are generated.
Apply the following transition rule:
If ði; jÞ ¼ ðm1; n1Þ and Cti; j1 þ Cti; jþ1 þ Cti1; j
þ Ctiþ1; j. 0 and r,Pi; j
Then Ctþ1i; j ¼ 1 and Ctþ1m2;n2 ¼ 0
Else Ctþ1i; j ¼ Cti; j
c. The updating process may be terminated in
one pre-determined way: At a given time
step, t ¼ n.
Scenario 8: No recruitment facilitation, no bed
growth: ‘‘No Edge’’ and ‘‘No Growth’’ rules applied to
mussel bed where the user spatially structures the
probability of recruitment success.—Identical to
Scenario 4 (above), except that recruitment may
occur with some degree of probability anywhere
within the lattice.
Let Cti; j represent the value of the cell at lattice
position (i, j) for discrete time step t, where t¼ 0,
1, 2, 3. . . , n.
Let P be a related square lattice of 100 3 100
cells, such that cell Ci; j has recruitment probabil-
ity Pi; j. In lattice P, the 100 3 100 cells are
subdivided into 10-square blocks, such that cells
within the same block possess the same recruit-
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ment probability.
a. At the initial time step t ¼ 0, the lattice
contains any number of randomly assigned
filled cells whose values are set to 1. All
remaining cells have value 0.
b. For subsequent time steps two ordered pairs
of independent random positive integers
(m1, n1) and (m2, n2) between 1 and 100
inc lus ive , for which Ctm1;n1 ¼ 0 and
Ctm2;n2 ¼ 1, and one random real number 0
 r , 1 are generated.
Apply the following transition rule:
If ði; jÞ ¼ ðm1; n1Þ and r,Pi;j
If Ctþ1i;j ¼ 1 and Ctþ1m2;n2 ¼ 0
Else Ctþ1i;j ¼ Cti;j
c. The updating process may be terminated
in one pre-determined way: At a given
time step, t ¼ n.
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APPENDIX B
Fig. B1. Expanded version of Fig. 7, with data points and regression equations. See Fig. 7 legend for details.
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APPENDIX C
ANOVA and Tukey HSD all-pairwise comparison
tables for recruitment experiment
SUPPLEMENT
Recruitment facilitation model source code and
executable file with interface (Ecological Archives
http://dx.doi.org/10.1890/ES14-00200.1.sm).
Table C2. Tukey HSD all-pairwise comparisons tests
for recruitment experiment.
Factor Mean Homogeneous groups
Site
Carrying Place Cove 2.400 A
Guard Point 2.060 A
Hammond Cove 1.740 A
Substrate
Live mussels 4.417 A
Ambient cores 3.10 B
Mussel shell hash 1.40 C
Gravel 0.967 C
Muddy sand 0.450 C
Habitat
Mussel 3.107 A
Bare sediment 1.027 B
Note: Alpha¼ 0.05.
Table C1. Analysis of variance table for recruitment
experiment.
Source df SS MS F P
Block (A) 9 55.60 6.178 0.52 0.382
Site (B) 2 21.79 10.893 0.92 0.4147
Error A 3 B 18 212.08 11.782
Substrate (C) 4 651.50 162.875 26.77 0.0000
B 3 C 8 99.68 12.460 2.05 0.0473
Error A 3 B 3 C 108 657.02 6.084
Habitat (D) 1 324.48 324.480 37.67 0.0000
B 3 D 2 40.56 20.280 2.35 0.1141
Error A 3 B 3 D 27 232.56 8.613
C 3 D 4 316.55 79.138 18.73 0.0000
B 3 C 3 D 8 32.51 4.063 0.96 0.4699
Error A 3 B 3 C 3 D 108 456.34 4.225
Total 299 3100.6
Note: Significant differences appear in boldface.
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